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1. INTRODUCTION
Given a finite collection X of objects and a finite family x s x : X ªi
.S of binary characters defined on X, each with its own state space S ,i ig I i
 .i g I, of cardinality two ! , an important basic result from hierarchical
w xclustering theory states that the following two assertions are equivalent 9 :
 .  .i There exists a tree T s W, K , with vertex set W s W andT
edge set K s K , together with labeling maps w : X ª W and k : I ª KT
such that any two objects x, y g X have the same x -value if and only ifi
 .  .  .the shortest path connecting w x and w y does not involve the edge
 .k i .
 .ii Any two characters are compatible, that is, for any i, j g I the
  .  .. 4set of pairs x x , x x g S = S N x g X has cardinality at most three.i j i j
There have been many attempts to generalize this result to multi-state
characters, that is, to characters x : X ª S with arbitrary state-spacei i
w xcardinality 18 . An obvious problem here is, of course, the fact that we
cannot use edges anymore to represent characters. Yet, there is a very
simple remedy which does not seem to have been considered so far:
instead of labeling edges by characters, one can try to attach the character
labels}just like the object labels}to ¨ertices rather than to edges, search-
 .ing, for each character x , for a vertex ¨ s ¨ x g W such that twoi i
objects x, y g X have the same x -value if and only if the path connectingi
 .  .w x and w y in T does not meet the vertex ¨. For example, in Fig. 1 the
elements x, y g X have the same x values, but the x values of x and y4 2
are different. In case of pairwise compatible binary characters, it is easy to
 .construct such trees: just take the usual tree T s W, K representing the
characters relative to the labeling maps w : X ª W and k : I ª K, insert
an additional vertex ¨ into any edge e, and associate the vertex ¨e k  i.
 .rather than the edge k i to each index i g I.
 .FIG. 1. An example of an x , X -tree.
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In this paper, we prove that, using this approach, there exists a straight-
forward generalization of the above quoted basic result concerning binary
characters:
Given, as above, a finite collection X of objects and a family of
characters
x s x : X ª S .i i igI
defined on X, each with its own state space S , i g I, now of arbitraryi
cardinality, the following two assertions are equivalent:
 .  .  .i There exists an X, x -tree W, K, w, k , that is, a tree T s
 .W, K with vertex set W s W and edge set K s K together with twoT T
labelling maps
w : X ª W , k : I ª W ,
 .  .such that for any two objects x, y g X and any i g I one has x x s x yi i
 .  .  .if and only if the shortest path in T connecting w x and w y does not
 .   .  .meet the vertex k i so, in particular, one must have k i / w x for all
 .  .  .  ..i g I and x g X as k i s w x would imply that x x / x x .i i
 .ii Any two characters x and x , i, j g I strongly compatible, that is,i j
  .  .  .  .they are either equivalent i.e., one has x x s x y m x x s x y fori i j j
.  .all x, y g X , or there exist states s g S and s g S with x x s s ori i j j i i
 .  .x x s s or both for every x g X, that is, withj j
 4  4x x , x x N x g X : s = S j S = s . .  . 4 .  .  .i j i j i j
Our result, which we prove in Section 5, is related to the ``perfect
phylogeny problem'' in computational biology. Here one seeks, for a family
of characters
x s x : X ª S .i i igI
 .as above, a tree T s W, K together with labeling maps
w : X ª W , k : I ª P K , .
such that any two objects x, y g X have the same x -value if and only ifi
 .  .  .the shortest path connecting w x and w y does not involve any edge in
 .  .the set k i . In case such a triple T , w, k exists, the characters are said to
 .be phylogenetically compatible and T is said to be a perfect phylogeny for
 .the family of characters relative to w and k .
 .Note that, if such a triple T , w, k exists at all, then there must also
 .  .exist one with ak i s ax X y 1 so that, for binary characters, thei
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condition of phylogenetic compatibility reduces to that described earlier,
and so is equivalent to pairwise compatibility. However, in general, pair-
 .wise phylogenetic compatibility is not sufficient for phylogenetic
 .  w x.compatibility of a whole set of non-binary characters cf. 18 . Indeed,
determining whether a family of characters is phylogenetically compatible
 w x.  4is an NP-complete problem cf. 7, 20 , although if max aS or aI isig I i
bounded, then phylogenetic compatibility can be determined by algorithms
 w x.whose running time grows polynomially with aX only cf. 1, 17 .
 .If a tree T s W, K together with two labeling maps w : X ª W and
 .k : I ª W as described above in i exists, then associating to each charac-
 .  .ter index i the set k* i of edges meeting the vertex k i }or just any
 .  .proper subset of k* i containing all but one edge from k* i }clearly
allows us to view T as a perfect phylogeny for x relative to w and k*. So,
any strongly compatible family of characters is clearly phylogenetically
compatible.
Finally, one may also wish to consider the ``dual'' problem in which W is
 .interchanged with K. That is, given a family x s x : X ª S , onei i ig I
 .seeks a tree, together with labeling maps w : X ª W, k : I ª P W such
that any two objects x, y g X have the same x -value if and only if thei
 .  .  .shortest path connecting w x and w y does not meet any ¨ertex in the
 .set k i . By a reasoning similar to the one used above, that is, by replacing
 .  .the set k i of vertices by the set k* i of edges meeting at least one of
 .those vertices, it is easily seen that the existence of such a triple T , w, k
is, in fact, equivalent to phylogenetic compatibility. In particular, it follows
again that a family of strongly compatible characters is phylogenetically
compatible.
We now briefly summarize the contents of this paper. In Section 2, we
present basic definitions and properties of metric spaces and graphs that
we use later. In Section 3, we introduce block systems, block inter¨ al
systems, and D-systems. In Section 4, we recall the definition of block
graphs, and we prove in Theorem 4.1 that a block graph can be obtained in
a natural way from a block interval system and, hence, from a block
system, using results from Section 3 on tree-like D-systems. In Section 5, we
define what a strongly compatible set of equi¨ alence relations is, and we
 .prove that any such set gives rise to a block system Lemma 5.5 . This
enables us to prove the main result of this paper in Section 5 Theorem
.5.6 using the fact that a set of strongly compatible multi-state characters
 .x : X ª S naturally gives rise to a set of strongly compatible equiva-i i ig I
lence relations on X and, hence, to a block system. Using this block
 .system, we construct a block interval system Lemma 3.4 and, in turn, a
 .block graph. This block graph is then used to produce an X, x -tree as
required.
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2. PRELIMINARIES ON METRICS AND GRAPHS
In this section, we present basic definitions concerning metric spaces
and graphs that we use later.
 .Given a set X, a proper metric is a map d: X = X ª R such that for
all x, y, z g X the following two conditions are satisfied:
v  .d x, y s 0 m x s y;
v  .  .  .d x, y F d x, z q d y, z .
 .  .Note that this implies d x, y s d y, x G 0 for all x, y g X. For any pair
w xof points x, y g X, we define the inter¨ al x, y between x and y to bed
the set
w xx , y [ z g X N d x , y s d x , z q d z , y 4 .  .  .d
 w x.see 19 . Note that, for any metric d, intervals have the following
properties:
v w x w x w xx, y g x, y and x, y s y, x ,d d d
v w x  4x, x s x ,d
v w x w x w xw g x, y and z g x, w if and only if z g x, y and w gd d d
w x w x w x w xz, y ; in particular, if w g x, y then x, w : x, y .d d d d
 .Next, we define a graph G to be a pair V, E consisting of a set V s VG
Vof ¨ertices and a set E s E of edges, considered as a subset of the setG  /2
 4of subsets ¨ , w of V of cardinality two. A subgraph G9 of G is any graph
 .G9 with V : V and E : E . A path p s p ¨ , w in G between twoG9 G G9 G
vertices ¨ and w is a finite sequence ¨ [ ¨ , ¨ , . . . , ¨ , ¨ [ w of0 1 ny1 n
 4vertices from V such that ¨ , ¨ g E for all 1 F i F n, and we define niy1 i
to be the length of p. A graph G is connected if for any two vertices
¨ , w g V there exists a path ¨ [ ¨ , ¨ , . . . , ¨ , ¨ s w in G connecting ¨0 1 ny1 n
and w. A graph G is complete if there exists an edge between every pair of
vertices in G.
 .  4Given a graph G s V, E , we define a map d : V = V ª N j ` , byG 0
 .setting d u, ¨ equal to the infimum of the lengths of all paths joining ¨G
w x   .  .  .4and u, and we put u, ¨ [ w g V N d u, ¨ s d u, w q d w, ¨ forG G G G
any u, ¨ g V. If the graph G is connected, then d : V = V ª N is aG 0
w x w xmetric, and we have u, ¨ s u, ¨ for all u, ¨ g V.G dG
Note that:
v  .  .Two graphs G s V, E and G9 s V, E9 defined on the same
vertex set V are equal if and only if d s d .G G9
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v
2  .A metric d: V ª R is a graph metric if and only if d u, ¨ g N0
w x  4  .for all u, ¨ g V, and u, ¨ / u, ¨ for all u, ¨ g V with d u, ¨ ) 1, ind
 .   4  . 4.which case we have d s d for G s G d [ V, E [ u, ¨ N d u, ¨ s 1 .G
v
2Consequently, two metrics d, d9: V ª N with0
d u , ¨ s 1 m d9 u , ¨ s 1 .  .
for all u, ¨ g V and
w x w x 4u , ¨ / u , ¨ / u , ¨d d9
 .   . .for all u, ¨ g V with d u, ¨ ) 1 or equivalently d9 u, ¨ ) 1 coincide as
 .  .this implies that G d s G d9 and, therefore, d s d s d s d9.Gd. Gd9.
v  .  .For any subgraph G9 s V 9, E9 of a graph G s V, E and for all
 .  .u,¨ g V 9, one has d u, ¨ G d u, ¨ .G9 G
 .A tree is an acyclic connected graph, that is, a graph V, E such that for
any two vertices ¨ , w g V, there exists one and only one path ¨ [0
¨ , ¨ , . . . , ¨ , ¨ [ w in G connecting ¨ and w, with ¨ / ¨ for all1 ny1 n iy1 iq1
1 F i F n y 1 or, equivalently, a connected graph such that the intersec-
 .tion V l V , E l E of any two connected subgraphs is connected.1 2 1 2
 .Given a graph G s V, E , fix an element u g V. We define a partial
w xorder on V by setting ¨ F w if and only if ¨ is an element of u, w . Theu G
following lemma is well known and not hard to prove.
 .LEMMA 2.1. A connected graph G s V, E is a tree if and only if G is
bipartite and the following condition is satisfied for one or}equi¨ alently}for
 4all u g V: For all ¨ g V, the set w N w F ¨ is linearly ordered by theu
relation F .u
We now define various equivalence relations associated to a graph
 .G s V, E , one on the set E and several on the set V. If u, ¨ , w g V, then
Gwe write u ;¨ or just u ; ¨ if there exists a path from u to ¨ , and we
wwrite u ;¨ if there exists a path from u to ¨ not involving any edge
containing w. A circular path is a path p , p , . . . , p such that p s p ,0 1 n 0 n
 4and a p , . . . , p s n. Obviously, a connected graph G is a tree if and1 n
only if there exists no circular path in G of length larger than two. If
Ge, f g E, then we write e f f if there exists a circular path p , . . . , p such0 n
G w 4 4that e, f g p , p N 1 F i F n . It is obvious that ; and ; are equiva-iy1 i
lence relations while, after second thought, it can also be seen quite
G.easily that f is an equivalence relation, too. We denote the equivalence
G G .  .  4class under f of an element e g E by F e s F e [ f g E N e f fG
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G Gand we denote the set of all f-equivalence classes by Erf. Clearly, a
 .connected graph G s V, E is a tree if and only if every equivalence class
Gin Erf consists of only one edge.
If G is connected and there exists no single vertex whose removal from
 .V together with all edges containing it results in a disconnected graph,
then G is said to be 2-connected. Obviously, a connected graph G is
2-connected if and only if any two edges from G sharing a vertex are
Gf-equivalent and, hence, if and only if any two edges e, e9 from G are
Gf-equivalent. We call any maximal 2-connected subgraph of a graph G a
block. The following lemma collects some well known, elementary facts
concerning 2-connected graphs.
 .LEMMA 2.2. Let G s V, E be a graph. Then the following statements
hold:
G .i G is 2-connected if and only if e f f holds for all e, f g E.
 .ii Any two distinct blocks in G meet in at most one ¨ertex.
 .  .  .iii If G [ V , E and G [ V , E are 2-connected subgraphs of1 1 1 2 2 2
G ha¨ing at least two ¨ertices in common, then G j G [ V j V , E j1 2 1 2 1
.E is also 2-connected.2
 .  .iv A subgraph V , E is a block in G if and only if its set of edgesG G
GE consists of an f-equi¨ alence class of edges and its ¨ertex set V coincidesG G
with D e.eg EG
 . wProof. Statement i is a consequence of Menger's Theorem: see 6,
 . x  .  . w x  .Theorem 5 4 , p. 176 . For ii and iii see 8, p. 51 . Statement iv follows
directly from definitions.
 .  .Given a graph G s V, E and two vertices u, ¨ g V, we define D u, ¨G
Gto be the set of equivalence classes F g Frf such that there does not
 .exist any path in the graph V, E y F connecting u and ¨ . Note that
G G .D u, ¨ s Erf, unless u ;¨ .G
 .LEMMA 2.3. Suppose we are gi¨ en a graph G s V, E , two ¨ertices
 .u, ¨ g V with n [ d u, ¨ - `, a path u [ u, u , . . . , u [ ¨ from u to ¨G 0 1 n
 4.in G of length n, and two indices i, j with 1 F i - j F n and F u , u siy1 i
 4.F u , u . Then the following two assertions are true:jy1 j
 .  4.  4.i F u , u s F u , u for all k s i, i q 1, . . . , j.iy1 i ky1 k
 .  .   4. 4ii D u, ¨ s F u , u N k s 1, . . . , nG ky1 k
 .Proof. i Assume that this assertion is false, and choose a counter
 4.example for which n is minimal. Then i s 1, j s n ) 2, and F u , u /0 1
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 4.F u , u for all k s 2, . . . , n y 1. Choose a circular path p , . . . , p sky1 k 0 m
p with0
 4  4  4u , u , u , u g p , p N 1 F i F m , 40 1 ny1 n iy1 i
and assume, without loss of generality, that u s p and u s p . Let k be0 0 1 1
 4a minimal element in 2, . . . , n y 1 , such that there exists some element
 4  4i g 2, . . . , m y 1 with u s p . Because u g p , . . . , p in view ofk i ny1 2 my1
 4  4  4  4p s p , p l u , u s u , u l u , u s B0 m 1 ny1 n 0 1 ny1 n
 .  4  4 4since n is greater than 2 and u , u g p , p N 1 F i F m , suchny1 n iy1 i
indices k and i must exist. Consequently, the existence of the circular path
p s u , p s u , u , . . . , u s p , p , . . . , p s p0 0 1 1 2 k i iq1 m 0
establishes a contradiction.
 .  .ii Suppose that F g D u, ¨ , where u, ¨ g V. Then at least oneG
edge of any path between u and ¨ must lie in F, otherwise we would have
 .a path in the graph V, E y F joining u and ¨ . So, in particular, since
 4u , . . . , u is a path between u and ¨ , u , u must be an element of F0 n ky1 k
 4  .   4.for some k g 1, . . . , n . Hence D u, ¨ is a subset of F u , u N k sG ky1 k
41, . . . , n .
 4.To see the reverse inclusion, suppose that F s F u , u for someky1 k
1 F k F n, and, to obtain a contradiction, suppose that u, ¨ g V are
chosen so that n is minimal subject to the condition that there exists a
 .path ¨ [ u, . . . , ¨ [ ¨ joining u and ¨ in the graph V, E y F , which0 m
path we also assume to be of minimal length. Note that there must exist a
 4  4largest i g 0, . . . , k y 1 with u g ¨ , . . . , ¨ , and a smallest l gi 0 m
 4  4k, . . . , n with u g ¨ , . . . , ¨ . In view of the minimality of n, we mustl 0 m
 4  4have k s 0 and l s n, that is, we must have u , . . . , u l ¨ , . . . , ¨ s0 k 0 m
 4u , u ; so the existence of the circular path0 k
u , u , . . . , u s ¨ , ¨ , . . . , ¨ , ¨ s u0 1 n m my1 1 0 0
establishes a contradiction.
 .  .Given a graph G s V, E , the sets D u, ¨ , u, ¨ g V, have someG
interesting combinatorial properties that we summarize in the next two
lemmas.
 .LEMMA 2.4. Gi¨ en a graph G s V, E , for any u, ¨ , w g V the following
hold:
 .  .  .i D u, ¨ s D ¨ , u ,G G
 .  .  .  .ii D u, ¨ : D u, w j D w, ¨ ,G G G
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G .  4  4iii if u, u9 , ¨ , ¨ 9 g F for some F g Erf and some u9, ¨ 9 g V,
 .  .  4then either u s ¨ and, hence, D u, ¨ s B or D u, ¨ s F ,G G
 .  .iv if n [ d u, ¨ - `, and if u [ u, u , . . . , u [ ¨ is a shortestG 0 1 n
 .  .   4.4path in G connecting u and ¨ , then D u, u l D u , ¨ : F u , uG i G i iy1 i
 4for e¨ery i g 1, . . . , n .
 .Proof. i This is an immediate consequence of the definition.
G G .  .  .ii This is clear if D u, w s Erf or if D w, ¨ s Erf. Other-G G
wise, there exists a path joining u and ¨ via w which uses only edges e
with
F e g D u , w j D w , ¨ , .  .  .G G
 .so any F g D u, ¨ must belong to this union.G
G .  .iii This follows immediately from the definition of f and D u, ¨ .G
 .iv This follows directly from Lemma 2.3.
We use these facts in the next lemma, which in turn will be crucial in the
following sections.
 .  4LEMMA 2.5. Gi¨ en a connected graph G s V, E , and an edge x, y g E,
we ha¨e
D u , x j D x , ¨ s D u , ¨ , .  .  .G G G
and
 4D u , x l D x , ¨ : F x , y , .  .  .G G
 4.  .for e¨ery u, ¨ g V with F x, y : D u, ¨ .G
Proof. Choose a shortest path
p [ u , p , . . . , p [ ¨0 1 n
 4  4from u to ¨ , and let i g 1, . . . , n denote an index with p , p g F [iy1 i
 4.  .  4F x, y . Then D p , x : F and, hence,G i
D u , ¨ : D u , x j D x , ¨ .  .  .G G G
: D u , p j D p , x j D x , p j D p , ¨ .  .  .  . .  .G i G i G i G i
 4s D u , p j D p , ¨ j F .  .G i G i
s D u , ¨ , .G
as well as
D u , x j D x , ¨ : D u , p j D p , x l D x , p .  .  .  .  . . G G G i G i G i
jD p , ¨ . .G i
 4  4: D u , p j F l F j D p , ¨ .  . .  .G i i
 4  4  4: F p , p j F s F . 4 .iy1 i
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3. BLOCK SYSTEMS, BLOCK INTERVAL SYSTEMS, AND
D-SYSTEMS
In this section, we introduce the concept of a block system, a block
interval system, and a D-system.
2.  . 2 4Let S denote a set, and define S [ P, Q g S N P / Q . Suppose
that B: S 2. ª P is a map from S 2. into another set P such that for all
P, Q, R g S distinct, at least two of the following identities hold:
B P , Q s B P , R ; .  .
B Q, P s B Q, R ; .  .
B R , P s B R , Q . .  .
 .We call any such pair S , B a block system.
w xAn interesting example of a block system is given in 11 and we quickly
recall it here. Let X be a connected topological space. For any two
 .disjoint subsets A and A9 of X, let B A, A9 denote the intersection of all
subsets O of X y A which contain A9, and which are simultaneously
closed and open subsets of X y A, with respect to the induced topology on
w xX y A. Then the following simple lemma is proved in 11 .
LEMMA 3.1. Gi¨ en a collection S of pairwise disjoint, connected subsets
 .of a connected topological space X, the pair S , B , consisting of all subsets
in S together with the map B as defined just abo¨e, is a block system.
 .  .Moreo¨er, one has B A, A9 j B A9, A s X for all A, A9 g S with A / A9.
A less general, though closely related example is given in the next
lemma whose easy proof is left to the reader:
 .LEMMA 3.2. If G s S , E is a connected graph, then
P2.S , B : S ª P S : P , Q ¬ B P , Q [ R g S N R ; Q .  .  .  5G G /
 .  .  .is a block system, and we ha¨e B P, Q j B Q, P s S for all P, Q gG G
2.S .
 .Next, given any block system S , B any any two elements P, Q g S , we
define the B-inter¨ al between P and Q to be the set
w x  4  4P , Q [ P , Q j R g S y P , Q N B R , P / B R , Q . 4 .  .B
w x w x w x  4Note that we clearly have P, Q s Q, P , P, P s P , andB B B
w x  4  .  .  4P, Q s P, Q if and only if B R, P s B R, Q for all R g S y P, Q .B
2.  .Also, for any connected graph G and for B [ B : S ª P S defined inG
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Lemma 3.2, we have
R
w x  4  4P , Q [ P , Q j R g S y P , Q N P ;u QB  5
w xfor all P, Q g S . In particular, if G is a tree, then P, Q coincides withB
w xthe interval P, Q as defined in Section 2. And finally, note that for twoG
 .  . w xblock systems S , B and S , B9 defined on S , we have P, Q sB
w xP, Q for all P, Q g S if and only if we haveB 9
B R , P s B R , Q m B9 R , P s B9 R , Q .  .  .  .
for all P, Q, R g S with P, Q / R.
 .LEMMA 3.3. Suppose that S , B is a block system, and that P, Q, R g S .
Then:
 . w x w x w xi P, Q : P, R j R, Q .B B B
 .ii The following two assertions are equi¨ alent:
 . w xa R g P, Q ;B
 . w x w x w xb P, Q s P, R j R, Q ,B B B
w x w x  4and both imply that P, R l R, Q s R .B B
 . w xProof. i Suppose that R9 g P, Q , with R9 / P, Q, R. If R9 is notB
w x w x  .an element or P, R of Q, R , then, by definition, we have B R9, P sB B
 .  . w xB R9, R s B R9, Q , which is a contradiction to R9 g P, Q .B
 .ii Obviously, we may assume without loss of generality that R / P, Q
and, therefore, also that P / Q holds.
 .  .b « a . This follows directly from the definition.
 .  .a « b . We only need to show that the reverse inclusion to that in
 . w x w xi holds. Suppose that R9 g P, R j R, Q , and assume that R9 is notB B
w x  .  .an element of P, Q , so that R9 / P, Q, R and B R9, P s B R9, QB
w xholds, and also, without loss of generality, that R9 g P, R holds. Then,B
 .  .  .we see that B R9, Q s B R9, P differs from B R9, R , which implies that
 .  .  .the sets B R, P , B R, R9 , and B R, Q are all equal, in contradiction to
w xR g P, Q .B
w x w xTo establish the last assertion, suppose that R9 g P, R l R, Q ,B B
and that R / R9. Clearly, we must have R9 / P, Q as, say, R9 s P g
w x  .  .  .R, Q would lead to B P, R / B P, Q in addition to B R, P /B
 .B R, Q , in contradiction to the definition of a block system. So, we must
 .  .  .  .have B R9, P / B R9, R and B R9, Q / B R9, R , which implies that
 .  .  . w xB R, P s B R, R9 s B R, Q , which is a contradiction to R g P, Q .B
w x w x  4Hence, P, R l Q, R s R .B B
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 w x. w x 2  .A pair S , ?, ? consisting of a set S and a map ?, ? : S ª P S
w xassociating to each pair P, Q g S a subset P, Q of S is called a block
inter¨ al system, if the following conditions are satisfied for all P, Q, R g S :
 . w x  4B1 P, P s P ;
 . w x w xB2 P, Q g P, Q s Q, P ;
 . w x w x w xB3 P, Q : P, R j R, Q ;
 . w x w x w x w x w x w xB4 R g P, Q « P, Q s P, R j R, Q and P, R l R, Q s
 4R .
w x w xWe call P, Q the inter¨ al between P and Q. In case a P, Q - ` for all
P, Q g S , these axioms obviously imply that the map
2 w xd [ d : S ª N : P , Q ¬ a P , Q y 1 .w?, ?x 0
is a metric with
w xR g P , Q m d P , Q s d P , R q d R , Q .  .  .
and, hence, with
w x w x 4  4P , Q / P , Q m P , Q / P , Q m d P , Q ) 1 .d
for all P, Q, R g S , so we have d s d for the associated, and necessarilyG
connected, graph
w x 4  4G s G [ S , P , Q : S N P / Q and P , Q s P , Q , 4 .
and, hence, we also have
w x w x w xP , Q s P , Q s P , Qd G
for all P, Q g S .
A natural example of a block interval system is given by any tree
 . w x w x  .T [ W, K : simply set S [ W and ?, ? [ ?, ? : W = W ª P W .T
We now relate block systems and block interval systems. Clearly, Lemma
 . w x3.3 implies that for any block system S , B the associated map ?, ? :B
2  .S ª P S is a block interval system. Conversely, we have the following
result.
 w x 2  ..LEMMA 3.4. If the pair S , ?, ? : S ª P S is a block inter¨ al system,
then the pair
2. w xS , B [ B : S ª P S : P , Q ¬ R g S N P f R , Q 4 .  . .w?, ?x
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is a block system. Moreo¨er, in this case one has
w x w x 4  4P , Q s P , Q j R g S y P , Q N B R , P / B R , Q s P , Q . 4 .  . B
 .In particular, if S , B9 is another block system defined on S , then we ha¨e
w x w xP , Q s P , Q B 9
for all P, Q g S if and only if we ha¨e
B9 R , P s B9 R , Q m B R , P s B R , Q .  .  .  .w?, ?x w?, ?x
for all P, Q, R g S with P, Q / R.
Proof. Let P, Q, R be three distinct elements of S . Suppose, without
 .  .loss of generality, that B R, P / B R, Q . Then, again without loss of
w x w xgenerality, there exists some T g S such that R f T , P and R g T , Q .
w x w x w x  . w xIn view of T , Q : T , P j P, Q by B3 , this implies that R g P, Q ,
w x w x w x w x w x  4  .and therefore P, Q s P, R j R, Q and P, R l R, Q s R by B4 .
Hence, by symmetry and since P, Q, R are distinct, we cannot have
 .  .  .  .simultaneously B Q, P / B Q, R or B P, R / B P, Q , as this would
w x w x w x  4imply that Q g P, R and, therefore, Q g P, R l R, Q s R or, simi-
w x w x w x  4larly, P g R, Q , and, hence, P g P, R l R, Q s R .
Moreover, the above argument implies
w x  4P , Q s R g S N R g P , Q or R / P , QB
w xand B R , P / B R , Q : P , Q ,4 .  .
w x  4 w x w x  4and we have P, Q y P, Q : P, Q , because R g P, Q y P, Q im-B
 .  .  .  .plies that P g B R, P , and P f B R, Q and, hence, B R, P / B R, Q .
 w x.Remark 3.5. If, for a block interval system S , ?, ? , we have
w x 2.  .a P, Q - ` for all P, Q g S , then the map B : S ª P S definedw?, ?x
in the Lemma 3.4 can also be defined as the set of all R g S with
 .  .  .d R, Q - d R, P q d P, Q .w?, ?x w?, ?x w?, ?x
 .Next, we define a D-system to consist of a pair S , D , where S is a set
2  . 2and D: S ª P X is a map, from S to the power set of some set X,
which satisfies:
 .  .  .D1 D P, Q s D Q, P
 .  .  .  .D2 D P, Q : D P, R j D R, Q
for all P, Q, R g S .
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For example, given the set S and an arbitrary set Y, let X be a subset
S 2  .of Y . Then the set S , together with the map D: S ª P X , defined by
D P , Q [ x g X N x P / x Q 4 .  .  .
is a D-system. Also, any block interval system is a D-system. And, finally,
G2 .   ..given a graph G s V, E , the pair V, D [ D : V ª P Erf definedG
in Section 2 is a D-system by Lemma 2.4.
A D-system is defined to be tree-like if for all P , P , Q , Q g S such1 2 1 2
that
D P , Q l D P , Q / B, .  .1 1 2 2
one has the inclusion
D P , P l D Q , Q : D P , Q .  .  .1 2 1 2 1 1
and hence, by symmetry, we also have the inclusion
D P , P l D Q , Q : D P , Q .  .  .1 2 1 2 2 2
and, therefore,
D P , P l D Q , Q : D P , Q l D P , Q , .  .  .  .1 2 1 2 1 1 2 2
as well as
D P , Q l D Q , P : D P , Q l D P , Q . .  .  .  . .1 2 1 2 1 1 2 2
For motivation of the definition of a tree-like D-system see Fig. 2 below,
 .where we consider D P , Q , for example, as representing the interval1 2
between the vertices P and Q .1 2
FIG. 2. Motivating diagram for the definition of a tree-like D-system.
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 .LEMMA 3.6. Suppose that S , D is a D-system. Then, for any
P , P , Q , Q g S , the following inclusions hold:1 2 1 2
 .  .  .   .  ..i D P , P l D Q , Q : D P , Q l D P , Q j1 2 1 2 1 1 2 2
  .  ..D P , Q l D P , Q .1 2 2 1
 .  .  .  .  .ii D P , P j D Q , Q : D P , Q j D P , Q j1 2 1 2 1 1 2 2
  .  ..D P , Q l D P , Q .1 2 2 1
 .  .Proof. i Since S , D is a D-system, we have the inclusions
D P , P : D P , Q j D Q , P , .  .  .1 2 1 1 1 2
and
D Q , Q : D Q , P j D P , Q . .  .  .1 2 1 1 1 2
Hence,
D P , P l D Q , Q : D P , Q j D P , Q l D P , Q . .  .  .  .  . .1 2 1 2 1 1 1 2 2 1
Similarly, we see that
D P , P l D Q , Q : D P , Q j D P , Q l D P , Q . .  .  .  .  . .1 2 1 2 2 2 1 2 2 1
 .Together, these inclusions imply i .
 .  .  .ii Since the set D P , P is contained in both D P , Q j1 2 1 1
 .  .  .D Q , P and D P , Q j D Q , P , we have1 2 1 2 2 2
D P , P : D P , Q j D P , Q j D P , Q l D P , Q . .  .  .  .  . .1 2 1 1 2 2 1 2 2 1
Similarly, we have
D Q , Q : D P , Q j D P , Q j D P , Q l D P , Q . .  .  .  .  . .1 2 1 1 2 2 1 2 2 1
 .  .LEMMA 3.7. Suppose that S , D is a D-system. If D P , P l1 2
 .  .  .D Q , Q / B implies that either D P , Q l D P , Q s B or1 2 1 1 2 2
 .  .  .D P , Q l D P , Q s B, then S , D is a tree-like.1 2 2 1
 .  .  .Proof. Suppose that D P , Q l D P , Q / B. Then D P , P l1 1 2 2 1 2
 .  .  .  .D Q , Q is contained in D P , Q since either D P , P l D Q , Q s1 2 1 1 1 2 1 2
 .  .B in which case there is nothing to prove, or D P , P l D Q , Q / B,1 2 1 2
 .  .in which case our assumptions imply that D P , Q l D P , Q s B and,1 2 2 1
therefore,
D P , P l D Q , Q : D P , P l D Q , Q j D P , Q .  .  .  .  . . 1 2 1 2 1 2 1 2 1 2
lD P , Q . .2 1
s D P , P l D Q , Q .  .1 2 1 2
: D P , P .1 2
 .by Lemma 3.6 i .
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 2  ..LEMMA 3.8. Suppose that S , D: S ª P X is a D-system. If , for
e¨ery f g X, there exists some R s R g S , such that for all P , P g S withf 1 2
 .f g D P , P , one has1 2
D P , P s D P , R j D R , P , and .  .  .1 2 1 2
 4D P , R l D R , P : f , .  .1 2
 .then S , D is tree-like.
 .  .Proof. Suppose that D P , Q l D P , Q is non-empty. Then, by1 1 2 2
assumption, we can choose an element f in this set and some R s R g Sf
with
D P , Q s D P , R j D R , Q and .  .  .1 1 1 1
D P , Q s D P , R j D R , Q . .  .  .2 2 2 2
Thus,
D P , P l D Q , Q : D P , R j D R , P l D Q , R .  .  .  .  . . 1 2 1 2 1 2 1
jD R , Q . .2
: D P , Q j D P , R l D R , Q .  .  . .1 1 2 2
 4: D P , Q j f .1 1
s D P , Q . .1 1
COROLLARY 3.9. Any block inter¨ al system is a tree-like D-system.
 .  2COROLLARY 3.10. Gi¨ en a graph G s V, E , the pair V, D : V ªG
G ..  .P Erf defined in Section 2 is a tree-like D-system.
G  4Proof. For any F g Erf, choose x, y g V with x, y g F, and put
x [ x. Then Lemma 2.5 ensures that the conditions listed in Lemma 3.8F
are all satisfied.
 .  .Given a D-system S , D , with aD P, Q - ` for all P, Q g S , define a
map d : S 2 ª N , by settingD 0
d P , Q [ aD P , Q . .  .D
 .  .LEMMA 3.11. Suppose that S , D is a tree-like D-system and that D P, Q
is finite for all P, Q; then
d P , P q d Q , Q .  .D 1 2 D 1 2
F max d P , Q q d P , Q , d P , Q q d P , Q , 4 .  .  .  .D 1 1 D 2 2 D 1 2 D 2 1
holds for any quadruple P , P , Q , Q g S .1 2 1 2
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 .  .  .Proof. Suppose that both D P , Q l D P , Q and D P , Q l1 1 2 2 1 2
 .  .  .D P , Q are empty. Then, by Lemma 3.6 i and ii , we immediately see2 1
that
d P , P q d Q , Q F d P , Q q d P , Q . .  .  .  .D 1 2 D 1 2 D 1 1 D 2 2
 .  .Now, suppose that D P , Q l D P , Q is non-empty. Then, by1 1 2 2
 .  .the definition of tree-likeness, D P , P l D Q , Q is a subset of1 2 1 2
 .  .  .  .D P , Q l D P , Q . Also, since D P , Q l D Q , P is non-empty,1 1 2 2 1 1 2 2
 .  .  .the intersection D P , Q l D P , Q is a subset of both D P , Q and1 2 2 1 1 1
 .  .D P , Q . Combining these facts with Lemma 3.6 ii shows that2 2
d P , P q d Q , Q s aD P , P q aD Q , Q .  .  .  .D 1 2 D 1 2 1 2 1 2
s a D P , P l D Q , Q .  . .1 2 1 2
q a D P , P j D Q , Q .  . .1 2 1 2
F a D P , Q l D P , Q .  . .1 1 2 2
q a D P , Q j D P , Q .  . .1 1 2 2
s aD P , Q q aD P , Q .  .1 1 2 2
s d P , Q q d P , Q . .  .D 1 1 D 2 2
By symmetry, we can apply the same argument to the case where the
 .  .intersection D P , Q l D P , Q is non-empty, which completes the1 2 2 1
proof.
4. BLOCK GRAPHS
In this section, we define block graphs and prove a theorem in which
block graphs are characterized in various ways. For further discussion and
w x w xcharacterizations of blocks graphs, see 5 and 16 .
Recall first that, given a set X, a map d: X = X ª R is defined to
satisfy the four-point condition if
d x , y q d u , ¨ F max d x , u q d y , ¨ , d x , ¨ q d y , u 4 .  .  .  .  .  .
 .holds for all x, y, u, ¨ g X. For example, if D, S is a tree-like D-system
 .with aD P, Q - ` for all P, Q g S , then we have shown in Lemma 3.11
that the map d : S 2 ª N satisfies the four-point condition.D 0
Another interesting example of a map which}except for the fact that
 4its range is R j y` instead of R}satisfies the four-point condition is
w xstudied in T-theory 12 . We briefly describe it here; for more details see,
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w x  .for example, 14, 15, 21 . Let F, w be a pair consisting of a field F and a
 4valuation w: F ª R j y` , that is, a map satisfying the conditions
 .  .val 0 w x sy` m x s 0,
 .  .  .  .val 1 w x ? y s w x q w y ,
 .  .   .  ..val 2 w x q y F max w x , w y .
Let
a a1 22 2det: F = F ª F : , ¬ a b y a b1 2 2 1 /  / /b b1 2
denote the determinant map. Then it follows easily from the Grassmann]
Plucker IdentityÈ
a b c d1 1 1 1det ? det /  /a b c d2 2 2 2
b d a d c ba c 1 1 1 1 1 11 1s det ? det q det ? deta c /  /  /  /b d a d c b2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2
2 2  4that the composition ¨ [ w(det: F = F ª R j y` satisfies the
 .  .four-point condition. Note that, instead of d x, x s 0, we have ¨ a, a s
y` for all
a1 2a s g F .a /2
 w x.Recall next that if we are given a block interval system S , ?, ? with
w xa P, Q - ` for all P, Q g S , then the associated graph
w x 4  4G s G [ S , P , Q : S N P / Q and P , Q s P , Q 4 .w?, ?x
 . w x w x w xis a connected graph with d P, Q s a P, Q y 1, and P, Q s P, Q .G G
Obviously, the graphs which arise in this way are exactly the connected
 w x 2  .  . w x .graphs for which V, ?, ? : V ª P V : P, Q ¬ P, Q is a block inter-G
w x  .val system, in which case we have a P, Q s d P, Q q 1 - ` for allG G
 .P, Q g V, as is easily seen by induction with respect to d P, Q . TheseG
graphs can be characterized in many different ways, some of which are
given in the following theorem:
 .THEOREM 4.1. Let G s V, E be a connected graph. Then, the following
assertions are equi¨ alent:
 .  .i G s V, E is a block graph.
 .ii d satisfies the four-point condition.G
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 .  .iii There exists a tree T s W, K , and a map k : V ª W such that
d k u , k ¨ s 2 d u , ¨ , .  .  . .T G
holds for all u, ¨ g V.
 .  4vi For all u, ¨ g V with u / ¨ , one has u, ¨ g E pro¨ided that for
 4e¨ery w g V y u, ¨ , there exists a path connecting u and ¨ , not meeting w.
 .v E¨ery block of G is complete.
 .  .  .vi For all u, ¨ g V, one has d u, ¨ s aD u, ¨ .G G
 . 2.  .vii The set V together with the map B [ B : V ª P V , definedw? , ?xG
as in Lemma 3.4 by
B u , ¨ [ z g V N d z , u q d u , ¨ ) d z , ¨ 4 .  .  .  .G G G
w xs z g V N u f ¨ , z 4G
for all u, ¨ g V with u / ¨ , forms a block system.
 .  .  w x .Proof. i « ii . Clearly, if V, ?, ? is a block interval system, then,G
 . w xas observed above, we have d P, Q s a P, Q y 1 for all P, Q g V. So,G
this claim follows immediately from Corollary 3.9 and Lemma 3.11.
 .  . ii « iii . The proof we give here is based on ideas from T-theory cf.
w x.12 , in particular, it involves the T-construction of a metric space which
w x  .was introduced in 10 . Given any metric space X, d , we define the
 .T-construction of X, d to be the set
T s T [ f g R X N f x s sup d x , y y f y for all x g X . .  .  . .X  X , d.  5
ygX
The set T endowed with the L metric,X `
5 5T = T ª R: f , g ¬ f , g [ sup f x y g x , 4 .  .  .XX X
xgX
 .is a metric space and, moreover, X, d can be embedded isometrically
 .  .into the space T via the map x ¬ h : h y [ d x, y for all x, y g X,X x x
 .which maps X isometrically onto the subset of all f g T with f ¨ s 0X
for some ¨ g X,}a fact which follows for instance from the formula
5 5h , f s f x , .Xx
w xwhich holds for all f g T 10, Theorem 3 . Hence, we can consider X asX
w xbeing a subset of T . In 10, 4.1 , it is also shown that if d satisfies the X , d.
four-point condition, then the L metric defined above on T also`  X , d.
satisfies this condition, for any Y : X and for any map g g T [ T ,Y Y , d < .Y= Y
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there exists a unique extension g of g to a map in T given byÃ X
g x [ sup d x , y y g y , 4 .  .  .Ã
ygY
and the map T ª T : g ª g defines an injective isometry from T intoÃY X Y
T .X
 .  .  .In particular, if f g T and f x q f y s d x, y for some x, y g X,X
<then f g T which in turn then implies x, y4  x, y4
f z s max d x , z y f x , d y , z y f y , 4 .  .  .  .  .
 .  .  .  .  .  .in particular, f x q f z s d x, z or f y q f z s d y, z for every
z g X.
 .Now consider a block graph G s V, E , and set
11r2.ZW [ T s f g T N f ¨ g Z for all ¨ g V , . 4 X , d. V , d . 2G
and
1 4K [ f , f : W N f ¨ y f ¨ s . .  . 41 2 1 2 2
Consider the embedding k : V ª W: ¨ ¬ h . We claim that, as required,¨
 .the graph T [ W, K , is a tree and that, for all u, ¨ g V, we have
 .   .  ..d u, ¨ s 2 ? d k u , k ¨ .G T
To this end, we conclude from the above remarks that for any f g W
and any u g V, there exists some ¨ g V with
f u q f ¨ s d u , ¨ , .  .  .G
and that, in this case, we have either
f u q f w s d u , w .  .  .G
or
f w q f ¨ s d w , ¨ , .  .  .G
 .for any w g V, so that we have either f x g Z for all x g V, or we have
1 .f x is contained in q Z for all x g V, which clearly implies in particular2
  .4that T is a bipartite graph. In addition, it implies that min f u gug V
1 4  .  .  .  .  .0, , for all f g W, as f u q f ¨ s d u, ¨ and d u, ¨ s d u, w qG G G2
 .  .  .  .d w, ¨ , for some u, ¨ , w g V, implies f u q f w s d u, w orG G
 .  .  .   .  .4f w q f ¨ s d w, ¨ , so we must have min f u q f ¨ F 1G u, ¨ g V
 .which implies that either f u s 0 and, hence, f s h for some u g V,u
1 .  .  4or f u s f ¨ s for some u, ¨ g V with u, ¨ g E, as well as2
15 5  .  . 5 5  4  4f , h s f u s s f ¨ s f , h , that is, f , h , f , h g K.u ¨ u ¨2
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 4Vice versa, if e s u, ¨ g E, then, using of the above remarks again, the
1 4map g : u, ¨ ª R: u, ¨ ¬ is contained in T , and so this map extendse u, ¨42
uniquely to a map
1 1g : V ª R: w ¬ max d u , w y , d ¨ , w y .  . 4Ãe G G2 2
1s max f w , f w y 4 .  .u ¨ 2
 4  4contained in W and satisfying, as above, the condition f , g , f , g g K.Ã Ãu e ¨ e
It follows that any vertex in W is either of the form f for some u g V, oru
it coincides with g for some e g E, and that all edges in K are of theÃe
 4form f , g for some u g V and e g E with u g e, which implies, inÃu e
particular, the connectedness of T.
 . 5 5Now we observe that d f , g s 2 ? f , g for all f , g g W. Clearly, thisG
5 5follows from the first remarks in Section 2, in view of 2 ? f , g g N for all0
Ä 4 5 5 4 5 5f , g g W, K s f , g : V N 2 ? f , g s 1 , and the fact that 2 ? f , g ) 1
 4for some f , g g W implies the existence of some h g W y f , g with
5 5 5 5 5 5f , g s f , h q h, g : Indeed, for any pair f , g g W, there exist u, ¨ g V
 .  .  .  .  .  .  .with f u q f ¨ s d u, ¨ and g u q g ¨ s d u, ¨ , since f u qG G
 .  .  .  .  .  .  .f ¨ s d u, ¨ and g u q g ¨ s d u, ¨ as well as f u q f ¨ )1 G 1 2 G 2 2
 .  .  .  .d u, ¨ and g u q g ¨ ) d u, ¨ for some u, ¨ , ¨ g V, which im-G 2 1 G 1 1 2
 .  .  .  .  .plies that simultaneously f ¨ q f ¨ s d ¨ , ¨ and g ¨ q g ¨ s2 1 G 2 1 1 2
 .  .  .  .  .  .d ¨ , ¨ must hold. Now, f u q f ¨ s g u q g ¨ s d u, ¨ impliesG 1 2 G
< < 5 5 <  .  . <that f , g g T and, therefore, f , g s f u y g u , in view ofu, ¨ 4 u, ¨ 4 u, ¨4
5 5 < <f , g s f , gX u , ¨ 4 u , ¨ 4  4u , ¨
s max f u y g u , f ¨ y g ¨ 4 .  .  .  .
s max f u y g u , d u , ¨ y f u y d u , ¨ y g u .  .  .  .  .  . 4 .  .G G
s f u y g u . .  .
 .  .Hence, assuming without loss of generality that f u ) g u , we get
1 5 5- f , g s f u y g u , .  .X2
which implies that the map
1 1 4h: u , ¨ ª R: u ¬ g u q , ¨ ¬ g ¨ y .  .2 2
Ã  4defined on T extends uniquely to a map h in W y f , g which satisfiesu, ¨ 4
the condition
5 5 < <f , g s f , gX u , ¨ 4 u , ¨ 4  4u , ¨
< <s f , h q h , gu , ¨ 4 u , ¨4 4  4u , ¨ u , ¨
Ã Ã5 5 5 5s f , h q h , g .X X
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It follows in particular, that for u, ¨ g V, we have
5 52 ? d u , ¨ s 2 ? h , h s d h , h . .  .G u ¨ G u ¨
Finally, to establish that T is a tree, it is sufficient to pick some h g W
and to observe that for any f g W and for any two maps g , g g W, with1 2
5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5f , h s f , g q g , h s f , g q g , h1 1 2 2
5 5 5 5and, say, g , h G g , h , we have necessarily1 2
5 5 5 5 5 5g , h s g , g q g , h ,1 1 2 2
which follows immediately from the fact that
5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5f , h q g , h F f , h q g , g q g , h1 1 2 2
5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5F max f , g q g , h , f , g q g , h q g , h 41 2 2 1 2
5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5s f , h q max g , h y g , h , g , h y g , h 42 1 1 2
5 5q g , h2
5 5 5 5s f , h q g , h .1
 .  .  w x .iii « i . The pair W, ?, ? is clearly a block interval system, sinceT
 w x .T is a tree. So, the same must hold for V, ?, ? .G
 .  .iii « iv . We have to show that for every pair u, ¨ of vertices from
 4  4V with u / ¨ and u, ¨ f E, there exists some w g V y u, ¨ such that
any path connecting ¨ and u meets w. To this end, consider a path
 .¨ [ ¨ , ¨ , . . . , ¨ [ u from ¨ to u in G of length n s d u, ¨ ) 1. For0 1 n G
 4   .  ..each i g 1, . . . , n , we have d k ¨ , k ¨ s 2, so there exists a vertexG iy1 i
  . 4   .4t g W with k ¨ , t , t , k ¨ g K. Consequently, the sequencei iy1 i i i
 .  .  .k ¨ , t , k ¨ , t , . . . , t , k t of vertices from W is a path in T from0 1 1 2 ny1 n
 .  .  .  .   .  ..k ¨ s k ¨ to k u s k ¨ of length 2n s d k ¨ , k u , so it is0 n G
Ä .  .necessarily the unique shortest path from k ¨ to k u in G. Clearly, the
above construction also shows that every path ¨ X [ ¨ , ¨ X , . . . , ¨ X [ u fromo 1 m
 .  .¨ to u in G gives rise to a path from k ¨ to k u which, as T is a tree,
must meet all vertices contained in the shortest path mentioned above. So,
 .in particular, it must contain k ¨ , that is, there must exist some index i1
  .  X..   .  X..with d k ¨ , k ¨ s 0 or d k ¨ , k ¨ s 1. It follows that, in viewT 1 i T 1 i
  .  X ..  X .  .of d k ¨ , k ¨ s 2 d ¨ , ¨ ' 0 mod 2 , we must haveT 1 i T 1 i
  .  X..  X. Xd k ¨ , k ¨ s 0 and, hence, d ¨ , ¨ s 0, that is, ¨ s ¨ . So, forT 1 i G 1 i 1 i
w [ ¨ , there exists indeed no path in G from ¨ to u, not meeting w.1
 .  .  .iv « v . Suppose that G s V , E is a block in G, and assumeG G
that u, ¨ g V and u / ¨ . As G is connected, there exist edges e, f g EG G
with u g e and ¨ g f. Hence, e f f implies the existence of a circular path
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 4 4p , p , . . . , p s p in G with e, f g p , p N 1 F i F n : E for all0 1 n 0 iy1 i G
 41 F i F n and, therefore, u, ¨ g p , . . . , p . It follows that for all w g V1 n
 4y u, ¨ , there exists a path connecting u and ¨ , not meeting w. So, we
 4must have u, ¨ g E as claimed.G
 .  .v m vi . This follows immediately from Lemma 2.2 and Lemma 2.3.
 .  .vi m ii . This follows directly from Corollary 3.10 and Lemma 3.11.
 .  .i m vii . This follows immediately from Lemma 3.4.
 .  .vii m v . First, we prove a result concerning intervals in a graph
 .G s V, E whose vertices form a block system with respect to the map B
defined in the statement of the theorem. Suppose that a, b, c, d are
w x w xelements of V. If b g a, c and c g b, d , then we prove that both bG G
w xand c belong to a, d . To see this, suppose that b were not an element ofG
w x  .a, d . Then, by definition of B, we have a g B b, d . Also, since b gG
w x  .  .  .a, c , it follows that a f B b, c . Hence, B b, c / B b, d , and, sinceG
 .  .  .V,B is a block system, this implies that B c, b s B c, d . Now, c g
w x  .b, d implies that d is not an element of B c, b , which, in view ofG
 .  .  .d g B c, d , contradicts the fact that B c, b s B c, d . By symmetry, we
w xmust also have c g a, d . As is well known, this also implies thatG
d a, d s d a, b q d b , d .  .  .G G G
s d a, b q d b , c q d c, d .  .  .G G G
s d a, c q d c, d . .  .G G
Now, consider any maximal 2-connected subgraph G of G. We need to
show that G is complete. Suppose that this were not the case. Then we
would have a path u, ¨ , w of length 2 contained in G, such that there does
not exist an edge between u and w. Since G is 2-connected, there exists a
path
p u , w [ u s ¨ , ¨ , . . . , ¨ s w .  .0 1 n
contained in G such that ¨ / ¨ , for 0 F i F n. Choose the shortest suchi
 4path. Note that n G 3: since u, w is not an edge, we must have n G 2,
w x  .moreover, ¨ g u, w , or, equivalently, w f B ¨ , u implies either thatG
 . w xw is not contained in B ¨ , ¨ , that is, ¨ g ¨ , w , and therefore1 1 G
 .  .  .  .  .d ¨ , w s d ¨ , ¨ q d ¨ , w ) 1, or B ¨ , u / B ¨ , ¨ which, in turn,G 1 G 1 G 1
 .  . w ximplies that B ¨ , ¨ s B ¨ , u and, therefore in view of ¨ f ¨ , w s1 1 1 G
 4  .  .¨ , w , that is, w g B ¨ , ¨ , it implies w g B ¨ , u , or in other words,1 1
 .  .  .  .2 s d w, u - d w, ¨ q d ¨ , u s d w, ¨ q 1, so in both cases, weG G 1 G 1 G 1
 .must have d ¨ , w ) 1 and therefore n ) 2.G 1
 .We now claim d u, ¨ s i for all 0 F i F n, which we will prove byG 1
 .  .induction on i and which will contradict 2 s d u, w s d u, ¨ s n ) 2.G G n
Obviously, our claim holds for i s 0 and i s 1. It also holds for i s 2,
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since, otherwise, there would exist a shorter path from u to w avoiding ¨ .
Similarly, and more generally, if it holds for some i G 1 with i - n, then it
w xalso holds for i q 1 as this assumption implies that ¨ g u, ¨ while,iy1 i G
w xas above, we must have ¨ g ¨ , ¨ by the minimal choice of ouri iy1 iq1 G
 . w xpath p u, w . So the above remark implies ¨ g u, ¨ and thereforei iq1 G
 .  .  .d u, ¨ s d u, ¨ q d ¨ , ¨ s i q 1, as required.G iq1 G i G i iq1
 .Remark 4.2. Note that, for any block graph G s V, E , the vertices
 1r2.Z .and edges of the tree T [ W [ T , K constructed in the proof of X , d.
the above theorem can also be described a posteriori quite directly}up to
canonical bijections}as follows: the set of vertices W consists of the
disjoint union of V and Erf and its set of edges consists of all pairs
  .4¨ , F e with ¨ g e and e g E.
Remark 4.3. It follows also from the above construction that any vertex
that is contained in W s T 1r2.Z ' V j Erf but not in V, or rather not X , d.
 .in k V , is of degree at least two, while a vertex ¨ from V is of degree one
in the tree T constructed above if and only if
d u , ¨ q d ¨ , w ) d u , w .  .  .T T T
or, equivalently,
d u , ¨ q d ¨ , w ) d u , w .  .  .G G G
 4holds for all u, w g V y ¨ , that is, if and only if we have
 4B ¨ , u s B ¨ , w s V y ¨ .  .G G
 4for all u, w g V y ¨ . Hence, it follows in particular from the above
 .results that for any block system S , B defined on a finite set S of
cardinality at least two, there must exist at least two distinct elements
 .  .  4  .P , P g S with B P , Q s B P , R for all Q, R g S y P i s 1, 2 , a1 2 i i i
fact which can also be derived directly from the axioms characterizing
block systems by searching for elements P g S for which the cardinality
  .  44of B P, Q N Q g S y P is minimal.
Remark 4.4. Note also that the conditions satisfied by the intervals in a
block interval system are similar to those satisfied by segments as defined
w x  w x.in 22 see also 2 . However, the axioms for segments give rise to trees, as
opposed to block graphs.
5. TREES
In this section, X denotes a finite set. Given a family x of multi-state
characters on X, we introduce the concept of a tree-like structure on X
 .associated to x , which we call an X, x -tree. We then show that if there
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 .exists an X, x -tree, then the characters contained in x are strongly
compatible, in the sense defined in Section 1. Finally, we show}vice versa
 .}how to get an X, x -tree from a set of strongly compatible relations,
which we then use to prove the main theorem of this paper.
 .  .Given a finite family of characters x s x : X ª S , an X, x -tree,i i ig I
 .  .denoted by T s T [ W, K, w, k , is a tree T [ W, K , together with X , x .
maps w : X ª W and k : I ª W, such that for any two objects x, y g X
 .  .  .and any i g I, one has x x s x y if and only if the shortest path in Ti i
 .  .  .connecting w x and w y does not meet the vertex k i . In particular, as
 .  .  .  .observed above, this implies that w X l k I s B as w x s k i for
 .  .some x g X and some i g I would imply that x x / x x . For eachi i
i ii g I, we define an equivalence relation ; on X by setting x ; y if and
 .  .only if x x s x y .i i
 .If an X, x -tree exists, then any two characters in the family x are
strongly compatible, in the sense defined in Section 1. To see this, suppose
 .  .that i, j g I. If k i s k j , then x and x must be equivalent, that is, wei j
must have
x x s x y m x x s x y .  .  .  .i i j j
 .  .for all x, y g X. If k i / k j , then any w g W can either be connected
 .  .by a path not meeting k j to k i or it can be connected by a path not
 .  .  .  .meeting k i to k j . Hence, either all w x x g X can be connected
 .  .with k i , and hence with each other, by paths not meeting k j , in which
case x must be constant and, therefore, compatible with any otherj
character. Alternatively, these assertions may hold for i and x . Or therei
 .exists x , x g X such that x can be connected to k j by a path noti j i
 .  .  .meeting k i and x can be connected to k i by a path not meeting k j ,j
and in this case we have
x x , x x g x x = S j S = x x 4 .  .  .  . 4 .  .  .i j i i j i j j
 .  .for all x g X, as any w x can either be connected to k i , and hence with
 .  .  .x , by a path not meeting k j in which case we have x x s x x , or itj j j j
 .  .can be connected to k j , and hence with x , by a path not meeting k i ini
 .  .which case we have x x s x x .i i i
To show that}vice versa}for any family x of pairwise strongly com-
 .patible characters there exists an X, x -tree, we need to analyse the
behaviour of the equivalence relations induced by the characters. We
begin with some basic definitions and results concerning equivalence
relations on X.
 .Let R X denote the set of all equivalence relations defined on X. We
 .consider each element R of R X as being a subset of X = X, and we
 .  4  .  .denote R X y X = X by R X . If R belongs to R X , we say that x0
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R  .is equivalent to y with respect to R, denoted by x ; y, if and only if x, y
is contained in R. We denote the equivalence class of x in X with respect
w x w x 4to R by x and we let XrR denote the set x N x g R of allR R
 .equivalence classes with respect to R. An equivalence relation R g R X
 .is called a split of X if a XrR s 2. We define two relations P and Q
 .contained in R X to be strongly compatible if and only if P is equal to Q
or there exists an equivalence class C g XrP and an equivalence class
D g XrQ such that C j D is equal to X. Correspondingly, we define a
 .subset S of R X to be strongly compatible if every two equivalence
relations in S are strongly compatible.
LEMMA 5.1. Let P and Q be two distinct strongly compatible equi¨ alence
 .  .relations in R X . Then there exists precisely one pair of sets C, D in0
XrP = XrQ such that the union of C and D is equal to X.
Proof. Suppose that C, C9 are elements in XrP and D, D9 are ele-
ments in XrQ, with C / C9 and C j D s C9 j D9 s X. Since C / C9,
we have C9 : D and C : D9 and, hence,
X s C j D : D j D9,
 4so that D j D9 is equal to X, which implies that XrQ s D, D9 . Thus,
Q / X = X implies D / D9 and, hence, D : C9 and D9 : C. This implies
 4  4that D s C9 and D9 s C and, hence, that XrP s C, C9 s D, D9 s
XrQ which contradicts the distinctness of P and Q.
If P and Q are two distinct strongly compatible equivalence relations in
 .R X , then we denote the two unique sets in XrP and in XrQ, given by0
 .  .Lemma 5.1, by B P, Q g XrP and B Q, P g XrQ.
 .Note that if x, x9 are in X y B P, Q then x and x9 both belong to
Q .B Q, P . So, we have necessarily x ; x9. Moreover, we have the following
 .  .lemma concerning B P, Q and B Q, P .
LEMMA 5.2. Assume that with P and Q as in Lemma 5.1, we ha¨e
C g XrP and D g XrQ. Then, precisely one of the following assertions
holds:
 .  .  .i B P, Q / C, D s B Q, P and C : D;
 .  .  .ii B P, Q s C, D / B Q, P and D : C;
 .iii C l D s B and C j D / X ;
 .  .  .iv C j D s X, that is C s B P, Q and D s B Q, P .
In particular, if C l D / B, then C : D, D : C, or C j D s X.
 .  .  .Proof. If C s B P, Q and D s B Q, P , then condition iv holds. If
 .  .C s B P, Q and D / B Q, P , then we have
D : X y B Q, P : B P , Q s C , .  .
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 .  .  .so that condition ii holds. Similary, if D s B Q, P and C / B P, Q ,
 .  .  .then condition i holds. Finally, if C / B P, Q and D / B Q, P , then
we have C j D / X by Lemma 5.1 as well as
C l D : B Q, P l D s B, .
 .so that condition iii holds.
LEMMA 5.3. If , for two equi¨ alence relations P and Q as in Lemma 5.1,
 .  .  .  .we ha¨e XrP l XrQ / B, then either B P, Q is in XrQ or B Q, P is
 .  .in XrP. In particular, B P, Q l B Q, P is empty and either XrP or XrQ
has cardinality two.
 .  .Proof. Assume that A : X belongs to XrP l XrQ . Then, either
 .  .assertion 1 or assertion 2 from Lemma 5.2 must hold for C s D [ A,
 .  .that is, we have either B Q, P s D s C g XrP or B P, Q s C s D g
 .  .  .  .XrQ. In either case, B P, Q / B Q, P and B P, Q , B Q, P both be-
 .  .longing to either XrP or XrQ implies B P, Q l B Q, P s B and that
either XrP or XrQ has cardinality two.
LEMMA 5.4. Let P, Q, R be three pairwise distinct and strongly compatible
 .equi¨ alence relations in R X . Then, at least two of the following three0
identities must hold:
B P , Q s B P , R ; .  .
B Q, P s B Q, R ; .  .
B R , P s B R , Q . .  .
 .  .Proof. Assume that B P, Q is not equal to B P, R . Then
B P , Q : X y B P , R : B R , P .  .  .
and, hence,
X s B P , Q j B Q, P : B R , P j B Q, P . .  .  .  .
 .  .  .  .Thus, by Lemma 5.1, B R, Q s B R, P and B Q, R s B Q, P .
Given a finite set of strongly compatible equivalence relations S :
 .R X , define the map0
B : S 2. ª P X .
B : P , Q ¬ B P , Q .  .
 .where B P, Q denotes the unique equivalence class defined by P, Q g S .
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 .COROLLARY 5.5. The pair S , B is a block system.
 .Now, suppose that we are given a family x s x : X ª S of stronglyi i ig I
 .compatible characters. To construct an X, x -tree, we first observe that
we can assume, without loss of generality, that no character x , i g I isi
 .  .constant: if we are given an X, x 9 -tree W, K, w, k for the subfamily x 9
 .of non-constant characters in x , we can obtain an X, x -tree by adding
 4an extra vertex w connecting it by a single edge w , w to an arbitrary0 0 1
 .vertex w g W and by extending k to all of I by setting k i [ w for1 0 0
any i g I for which x is a constant character. In addition, we may also0 i0
assume that X is a subset of I and that, for any x g X, the associated
  4.character x is the binary character with values in 0, 1 defined byx
1 if x s y ,
x y [ d s .x x y   40 if y g X y x ,
otherwise we could enlarge our given family of characters by these special
ones without destroying strong compatibility: obviously, any x is stronglyx
compatible with any multi-state character x : X ª S , defined on X, since
 4  4x y , x y g 1 = S j 0, 1 = x x 4 .  .  . .  . .x
holds for any y g X. Note also that, for any non-trivial equivalence
x x x .  4  . w x  .relation P g R X y ; , we have B P, ; s x and B ;, P s0 P
 4X y x .
i 4Now, consider the set S [ ; N i g I . By Corollary 5.5,
S , B : S 2. ª P X : P , Q ¬ B P , Q .  .  . .
yx iis a block system and, for x, y g X and i g I with ; / ; / ; we have
i x i yB ; , ; / B ; , ; /  /
if and only if
x x / x y . .  .i i
 w x .In particular, by Lemma 3.4, S , ?, ? is a block interval system withB
yi xw x w xP, Q - ` for all P, Q g S and with ; g ; , ; for some x, y g XB B
y yi x i x iand i g I if and only if ; s ; or ; s ; or ; / ; / ; and
yi x .  .x x / x y or, equivalently, if and only if x s y and ; s ; s ; ori i
 .  .  .  .x x / x y . Hence, by Theorem 4.1 ii , there exists a tree T 9 [ W9, K 9i i
 w x .associated to the pair I, ?, ? and a map k 9: I ª W such thatB
w xd k 9 i , k 9 j s 2 d i , j s 2 a P , Q y 1 .  .  . .  .BT 9 Gw?, ?x B
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for all i, j g I, while we have
d k 9 x , k 9 i q d k 9 i , k 9 y s d k 9 x , k 9 y .  .  .  .  .  . .  .  .T 9 T 9 T 9
for some x, y g X and i g I if and only if we have
y yx i i xd ; , ; q d ; , ; s d ; , ; / /  /w? , ?x w? , ?x w? , ?xB B B
y yi x i x iw xif and only if ; g ; , ; if and only if ; s ; or ; s ; orB
y yi x i x i 4  .  .; g I y ; , ; and B ; , ; / B ; , ; if and only if y s x or and
yi x  .  .; s ; s ; or x x / x y . Hence, the unique shortest path fromi i
yi x .  .  .k 9 x to k 9 y meets k 9 i if and only if ; coincides with ; or ; or
 .  .x x and x y differ.i i
 .We now enlarge T 9 to obtain a new tree T [ W, K with vertices
 4W [ W = 0, 1 ,
and edges
 4K [ w , 0 , w9, 0 N w , w9 g K 9 j w , 0 , w , 1 N w g W9 4  4 4  4 .  .  .  .
 .   . .We also define a map k : I ª W by setting k i [ k 9 i , 0 for all i g I,
 .   . .and a map w : X ª W by setting w x [ k 9 x , 1 . And finally, we note
 .  .that for any pair of elements x, y g X and any i g I, one has x x s x yi i
 .if and only if the shortest path in T does not meet the vertex k i . Hence
 .  .the quadruple T [ W, K, k , w is an X, x -tree, and, as promised, we
have proved the following result:
THEOREM 5.6. Gi¨ en a finite set X and a family of characters
x s x : X ª S , .i i igI
 .there exists an X, x -tree if and only if any two characters x and x , i, j g Ii j
in x are strongly compatible.
Remark 5.7. In a forthcoming paper, we will discuss uniqueness of
 .X, x -trees which satisfy appropriate minimality conditions.
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